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APPENDIX

CBSC Decision 08/09-1422
CHAN-TV re reports on News Hour

The Complaint

The following complaint, dated March 23, 2009, was sent to the CRTC and forwarded
to the CBSC in due course:

I wish to complain about Global TV BC. Specifically, I am concerned about what I consider to
be their outright incitement of hatred towards law enforcement in the province of BC. During
the 6:00 pm newscast of March 23, 2009, I witnessed as the lead stories two separate stories
with a decidedly anti-police bias. First, we were treated to two stories related to the YVR
Dziekanski incident, during which reporter Ted Chernecki asked questions of the RCMP
spokesman with uncontained hostility and obvious bias, characterizing the interaction
between Cpl. Robinson and Dziekanski's mother in a flatly misleading and scurrilous manner.
This was then followed by a story outlining Cpl. Robinson's personal and legal problems.
Next, we were treated to a one-sided set of unsubstantiated allegations about Vancouver
Police members involved in a shooting, being treated to a Global-funded photo op. This
concerned a filmed surrender of a cell phone to a forensics firm, then a monologue by the
civilian witness in which he gives his no doubt expert testimony on the need for deadly force.
Unlike peace officers, these witnesses are never subjected to any background scrutiny, so
we cannot know what their agendas may be. Meanwhile, the streets run red with blood as
criminals wreak havoc on our streets. Maybe it's because peace officers are so demoralized
and disgusted that they don't want to risk being the next media victim, so they won't take on
the criminal element. I am sick, outraged, and disgusted by the blatant bias, outright twisting
of facts, and emotionalism of this channel in particular, and our media in general. I will
encourage all my friends and family to file similar complaints. Were this hatred directed
against a racial group instead of an occupation, undoubtedly there would have been action
taken already by the government.

After the CBSC acknowledged receipt of that complaint, the complainant sent further
information on March 27:

Thank you for your prompt reply. Since my initial compliant, I have become aware of further
information regarding the supposed "witness" to the VPD shooting incident covered in this
broadcast. It appears that the "witness", Adam Smolcic, is a well-known marihuana
advocate, recently arrested by VPD members. This fact was never mentioned in the
March 23 broadcast. Since I found this information out from public sources (the Province
newspaper and a Google search), I would like a response from CHAN-TV to the following
question:

Did they not research Smolcic's background, or did they know about it, and chose to present
him as an impartial witness? And where is this cell phone video we were assured should be
easily recovered?
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Thank you for your time.

Broadcaster Response

The station responded to the complainant on April 14 with the following:

Your letter to Canadian Broadcast Standards Council regarding Global TV news coverage
has been passed to me for response.

First, let me inform you that as responsible broadcasters, our entire news team strives to
uphold the highest level of journalistic integrity and ethics at all times. Our staff members are
educated to make programming decisions thoughtfully and with sensitivity and to produce,
purchase and schedule material in accordance with community standards and with the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters' (CAB) Code of Ethics, Equitable Portrayal Code for
Television and Radio Programming, and the CAB Violence Code. Global News also adheres
to the Radio Television News Directors Association of Canada (RTNDA) Code of Ethics.

Broadcasters are given the task of providing a broad spectrum of entertainment and
information for a wide variety of audiences. What one viewer may consider to be an
interesting and exciting program may lead another to change the channel. Each viewer will
have his or her own interpretation based on personal background, experience and values.

As to your specific complaint, regarding our coverage of two stories involving police officers –
and your suggestion that we are somehow trying to incite hatred against them – I would
suggest that nothing is further from the truth. Our coverage of crime and law enforcement
over the years has been fair and balanced. We've run many stories congratulating police
officers – and on the ongoing gang shootings in recent months we have actually brought
teams of detectives live on our shows to help illuminate the problem for our viewers and help
identify criminals.

The Dziekanski case has been the subject of literally dozens of stories, and this one story
was based on that day’s newsworthy events. It was the first time the public had heard from
the main investigator, Monty Robinson. It was clear by the end of his testimony that he and
his three colleagues told very different stories from the ones they had given within hours of
Dziekanski’s death. Not one of them apologized to his mother, who has been at the
commission most days. Clearly that was the issue of the day for her, and her lawyer. I’d
suggest if you took the entire coverage from the day this tragic event happened until now, our
coverage has been fair and accurate. The second story on Monty Robinson’s other legal
problems focused on a very high profile hit and run death, which he was involved in. No
charges have yet been laid, and it is very much in the public interest that we continue to make
sure the case is kept under a microscope. Just recently a drunk RCMP officer was allowed
off the hook because of time delays in dealing with his case.

It should be noted that as recently as Monday of this week, the B.C. Attorney-General
suggested the question of criminal charges against the officers may be reconsidered after the
inquiry.
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As for the Vancouver Police Department, we discovered that the man who died was not the
person police were originally pursuing. This was an important story, and a clear-cut case
worthy of the public’s right to know. While we continue to have police investigating
themselves, it is important we remain vigilant. We had been made aware of potential video in
the case, so we – along with other media outlets – went looking for it.

We also made it abundantly clear in some of our stories that the man who purportedly took
cell-phone video was a marijuana advocate. We at no time said it would be an easy job to
extract the video, but we felt – again in the public interest – that if the images existed, we
should try to extract them and show them.

We live in an age where video can change the official version of events. The Dziekanski
case is a perfect example. Before that video appeared we were told an extremely different
story by authorities.

Again, I want to stress we are not "anti-police." Quite the opposite. We have done myriad
positive stories on police officers over the past year. However, it is our duty as the leading
broadcast media station in this province to ensure we continue to ask the tough questions,
and represent fair and accurate coverage for our viewers.

Additional Correspondence

The complainant wrote back to the station on April 14 and indicated that he wanted the
CBSC to pursue the matter:

This is pretty much what I expected. In no way does this response address any of my
concerns with the obvious bias displayed in your reporting. I note with interest that [the
Global BC News Director] tries cleverly to maintain that his reporters addressed the issue of
Adam Smolcic's background in "some stories". NOT the first story, mind you, in which they
portrayed him as an impartial witness. I believe this is a clear-cut case of "allege on the front
page, retract on page 14". I believe Global's subsequent reporting on this case has shown
an unadmitted embarrassment with their original rush to judgment. I would prefer to see a
"mea culpa", but I don't think that is forthcoming, given the tone of [the News Director]'s
response.

I also note that [the News Director] brings up a case outside the scope of my complaint, while
busily maintaining he is not "anti-police", of a "drunk" RCMP officer who was "allowed off the
hook due to delays in dealing with his case". Is [the News Director] aware that such "facts"
do not legally exist until they have been proven in court? Would he use the same
presumption in dealing with anyone else? I am sure the phrase "allegedly drunk" would be
used.

I have never maintained that the Dziekanski case is not newsworthy, nor do I suggest the
police conduct in this case is not deserving of investigation by an impartial and questioning
media. But that's not what we're getting. We are getting emotional outbursts by reporters (If
I'd been standing in the same room with Chernecki in that press conference, I'd have been
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concerned with his stability). Distortion of the facts (Correct me if I am wrong, but didn't your
own report in question state that Dziekanski's mother refused to meet with officers after being
approached by Cpl. Thiessen? Is [the News Director] not aware of this, or does he simply
ignore it?). Finally, what bothers me most is the double standard applied here. Cpl.
Robinson's off duty conduct is raised (rightly so) to impeach his credibility as a witness. Yet
an anti-police witness like Smolcic never even has his background investigated. Why not?
Do your reporters have no training in such research? Are they unfamiliar with the Internet?
That's where I got my info. That and the Vancouver Province. Did they never ask Smolcic
"Who are you? How do feel about the VPD? Have you ever had any problems with them?"
Too hard? Or does it get in the way of a good story? Has Global TV even considered that
the so-called "video" of the VPD shooting may not even exist?

I am an educated person. I am not a "frequent complainer", nor am I a crank. I am not
satisfied with this response. I intend to pursue this matter further with the CBSC.

He also filed his official Ruling Request that same day. He pasted the above letter and
added some further points:

I am certain you have received a copy of [the News Director]'s response. I will attach first my
response to him, then enumerate my points of concern. First, my response:

This is pretty much what I expected. In no way does this response address
any of my concerns with the obvious bias displayed in your reporting. I note
with interest that [the News Director] tries cleverly to maintain that his
reporters addressed the issue of Adam Smolcic's background in "some
stories". NOT the first story, mind you, in which they portrayed him as an
impartial witness. I believe this is a clear cut case of "allege on the front
page, retract on page 14". I believe Global's subsequent reporting on this
case has shown an unadmitted embarrassment with their original rush to
judgment. I would prefer to see a "mea culpa", but I don't think that is
forthcoming, given the tone of [the News Director]'s response.

I also note that [the News Director] brings up a case outside the scope of my
complaint, while busily maintaining he is not "anti-police", of a "drunk" RCMP
officer who was "allowed off the hook due to delays in dealing with his case".
Is [the News Director] aware that such "facts" do not legally exist until they
have been proven in court? Would he use the same presumption in dealing
with anyone else? I am sure the phrase "allegedly drunk" would be used.

I have never maintained that the Dziekanski case is not newsworthy, nor do
I suggest the police conduct in this case is not deserving of investigation by
an impartial and questioning media. But that's not what we're getting. We
are getting emotional outbursts by reporters (If I'd been standing in the same
room with Chernecki in that press conference, I'd have been concerned with
his stability). Distortion of the facts (Correct me if I am wrong, but didn't your
own report in question state that Dziekanski's mother refused to meet with
officers after being approached by Cpl. Thiessen? Is [the News Director]
not aware of this, or does he simply ignore it?). Finally, what bothers me
most is the double standard applied here. Cpl. Robinson's off duty conduct
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is raised (rightly so) to impeach his credibility as a witness. Yet an anti-
police witness like Smolcic never even has his background investigated.
Why not? Do your reporters have no training in such research? Are they
unfamiliar with the Internet? That's where I got my info. That and the
Vancouver Province. Did they never ask Smolcic "Who are you? How do
feel about the VPD? Have you ever had any problems with them?" Too
hard? Or does it get in the way of a good story? Has Global TV even
considered that the so-called "video" of the VPD shooting may not even
exist?

I am an educated person. I am not a "frequent complainer", nor am I a
crank. I am not satisfied with this response. I intend to pursue this matter
further with the CBSC.

To clarify and simplify the above, here are my main points of objection, both to the March 23
story, and to [the News Director]'s response:

1. The broadcaster used a clear double standard in evaluating the credibility of police vs.
civilian witnesses. Cpl. Robinson's testimony at the Braidwood Inquest is presented in the
light of his recent alleged criminal off-duty conduct. Adam Smolcic, the alleged "VPD
shooting witness", does not have his background highlighted or even mentioned in the
original broadcast.

2. The conduct of the reporter at the Braidwood Inquest, Ted Chernecki, is emotional and
factually incorrect. He must be corrected by Cpl. Thiessen, the RCMP spokesman, on his
characterisation of the interaction between RCMP members and Dziekanski's mother. [The
News Director] repeats this mistake in his rebuttal, telling me that RCMP members have
refused to meet with her. In the broadcast in question, Thiessen meets with her, and states
that she has refused to meet the RCMP members. [The News Director] must be confused,
or perhaps I am not recalling this correctly?

3. The lack of focus on relevant issues, and apparent lack of background investigation
surrounding the VPD shooting story continues to alarm and concern me. In no way is this
addressed by [the News Director]. I believe his network is now trying to produce a more
balanced version of events, after initially realising they were off the mark. [The News
Director] states that it was "in the public interest" that his reporters called attention to the fact
that the suspect shot by VPD was not the original break-in suspect sought. I consider this to
be completely irrelevant to the story. Police are not authorized to shoot people for breaking
into cars. They are, however, authorized to shoot people who come at them with knives,
presenting a threat to their lives. This is the issue, and the only one, in my opinion.
Furthermore, the lack of research into Mr. Smolcic's background as a marihuana advocate
who has been in conflict with police at best demonstrates lack of professionalism, and at
worst outright deception on the part of Global TV. His initial presentation as an impartial
witness is inexcusable in my opinion. [The News Director] tries to side-step this by saying
that in "some stories" Mr. Smolcic's background has been explored. No doubt it has (after
other media outlets broached the issue), but as any media expert knows, it's the first story
that sticks in people's minds, not the fourth or fifth. If police witnesses can be examined and
questioned (as Cpl. Robinson rightly is), so can civilians whose point of view suggests police
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wrongdoing. As we have strong grounds to suspect now, Mr. Smolcic was wrong about the
VPD shooting. And Global was wrong to stake their credibility on him.

I await your reply. I do not believe the issues I have with Global's coverage of the events
surrounding the YVR Taser incident can ever be suitably resolved. These are questions of
subtle bias and emphasis. However, I wish to see Global apologize for its sloppy handling of
the VPD shooting story.


